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“Surprisingly small amount 
of content overlap between 
languages of Wikipedia”

The English Wikipedia contains 
only 51% of the articles in the 
second-largest edition, German.

Based on the analysis of one month of all edits to the top 46 language editions of Wikipedia by Scott A. Hale, University of Oxford.
More info at http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.0976

Big opportunities for 
translation

English
German

http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.0976


Potential users are active
Over 15% of users edit multiple 
language editions.

These multilingual users are 
more active (2.3 times) than their 
monolingual counterparts on 
average.

Multilingual users made 30% of all 
edits.

Based on the analysis of one month of all edits to the top 46 language editions of Wikipedia by Scott A. Hale, University of Oxford.
More info at http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.0976

Main language 
pairs

http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.0976


ContentTranslation
Project



Workflow

Discover 
article 
lacking 

translation

Create 
translation 

draft

Publish as 
new 

article

Follow the current process but 
reducing manual steps

Translation view
Where translations are 
made

Entry points
Ways to make users 
aware of the tool



Translating content



Select a paragraph and improve the initial automatic translation.
The user is not forced to translate the whole article.



A simple workflow
One paragraph at a time. Provide enough freedom to 
rearrange sentences, but don’t force to translate the whole 
document.

Provide context. Visually aligning source and translations 
communicates what is translated and what is lacking.

Editing freedom. Don’t provide a strict workflow. Let edit 
the document as freely as possible. 



Definitions, Link information and 
translations at hand



Provide information at 
hand
Context relevant information. 
Integrate information from 
different sources (dictionaries, 
glossaries, translation services).

Avoid information overload. 
Make the information compact. 

(Future designs)



Links are adapted automatically
A link pointing to Flame article points to the 

Flame article (in Catalan Wikipedia)



Anticipate user needs
Avoid repetitive steps. Repetitive tasks such as finding 
the equivalent target for a link, can be automated thanks to 
Wikidata.



We can detect if users modified the 
default automatic translation, and 

encourage them to do so.



Quality matters
Educate. Convey that the focus is 
more on quality than on quantity.
Warn. Detect potential patterns that 
lead to low-quality (unmodified 
automatic translation or pasted 
text).
Inform the community. Allow 
other users to easily find potential 
problematic content.



Machine Translation (MT)
Availability
Not all languages have machine translation support.

Quality
Quality of machine translation varies a lot across languages.

Open source
Not much choices for open source MT. 
Apertium is the prominent open source MT system.

Machine Translation is one of the translation tools, often not available for a language 
pair.



Dictionaries

Availability
Free licenced good quality dictionaries are rare.

FreeDict
DICT protocol based dictionaries are available. Quality is a question.

Wiktionary
Machine consumption is difficult. Hopefully Wikidata will solve it.



Link Adaptation

Thanks to Wikidata!
We can auto-adapt links across languages



Templates

● Selective whitelisting per language pair
● Template parameter mapping



Technology components



Finding what to 
translate



Translation Dashboard (Future feature)



Allow translating where the lack of 
article is detected



Status

Available at
es.wikipedia.beta.wmflabs.org/wiki/Special:ContentTranslation 

Supported language pair: Spanish - Catalan

http://es.wikipedia.beta.wmflabs.org/wiki/Especial:ContentTranslation
http://es.wikipedia.beta.wmflabs.org/wiki/Especial:ContentTranslation
http://es.wikipedia.beta.wmflabs.org/wiki/Especial:ContentTranslation


More details
mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation


How you can help

Try the tool
and tell your friends

Give us feedback
What worked well? What didn’t work so well?

Contribute new tools
There are 82,369 language pairs to be supported with dictionaries, machine 
translation, spell checkers...


